


    







Ground Sensor

Left side Brush

Left Wheel

Dust Bin

Right side Brush

Right Wheel

Charge plate

Universal Wheel

Battery

Rolling Brush Assembly

Dustbin Button

Main Switch
Charge Hole

Go Home 
Start/Pause 

WIFI Indicator Light

Bumper Sensor
Sensors along walls

 
Laser head pressure sensor

 Laser ranging sensor



HEPA Filter

Primary Filter

Dustbin Meal 
Sheet

HEPA Filter Cover

Conductive 
Shrpnel
Dustbin Side 
Cover

Signal Indicator

DC Socket

Charging Pole Piece





















Clean the charging pole pieces Clean the ground sensors  

 Clean the drive wheels  Clean the universal wheel



   

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 
  

 

 
  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 
  

  
 

   

   

   

Lifting Condition

The robot is not yet ready

Low battery

Low battery

Battery is too low, 
will shut down soon

Charging problem

Main brush get tangle, 
please clean main brush

Right wheel jammed, 
please clean right wheel

Side brush jammed, 
please clean side brush

Bumper sensors has been
 blocked

Cliff detect sensor has been
 blocked

Vacuum Motor jammed,
 please clean it

The robot get stuck, 
please remove the robot

The robot jammed, 
please remove the robot

The laser head obscured

The laser head is stuck

Border sensor has been blocked

Robot suspended

Low Battery Reminder when robot in 
no charge base area 

Low Battery Reminder when robot in
 no charge base area

Low Battery Reminder when robot in 
no charge base area

Charging station problem

Roller Brush get tangle

Wheel Jammed

Side brush jammed

Bumper problem

Ground sensor problem

Vacuum motor jammed

The robot is stuck or the laser head is stuck 

The robot jammed or the laser head is 
obscured

Right border sensor is obscured

The laser head is stuck

The laser head is obscured Please check the laser head is obscured

Please check the robot is stuck

Please check the sensor is obscured

Please check whether the robot jammed 
or the laser head is obscured

Please check whether the robot is stuck 
or the laser head is stuck

Please check whether the dust bin 
enter is blocked

Please check whether the cliff sensor 
get dirtied or be obscured

Please check whether the font bumper 
can be bounced normally

Please check whether the side brushes is 
twinned and clean up

Please check whether the wheel is 
entangled and clean up

Please check whether the roller brush is 
twinned and clean up

Please check whether the connection
between robot and charging pole pieces 
connected well, or use adaptor to 
charge directly.

Low Battery Reminder when robot in 
no charge base area

Please charge the robot manually

Please charge the robot manually

Please check whether the font bumper
can be bounced normally, and 
the sensors cleaned

Please put the robot back to the ground 
and press the start button again.

Press button           when ground or 
collision detection is effective



  

     330*96mm 

   

 2.8kg 

 14.8v 

 32W 

   

  

  155*150*80mm 

 19V

 19V  0.6A 

 11.4W 

 50/60Hz 

  

     

PBDE  

      

 ×      

 ×      

   ×    

       

 ×      
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